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The propagation-dependent polarization vector fields are experimentally created from an isotropic
microchip laser with a longitudinal-transverse coupling and entanglement of the polarization states. The
experimental three-dimensional coherent vector fields are analytically reconstructed with a coherent
superposition of orthogonal circularly polarized vortex modes. Each polarized component is found to
comprise two Laguerre-Gaussian modes with different topological charges. With the analytical repre-
sentation, the polarization singularities, on which the electric polarization ellipse is purely circular (C
lines) or purely linear (L surfaces), are explored. The C line singularities are found to form an intriguing
hyperboloidal structure.
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Phase singularities in complex scalar waves, known as
vortices and edge dislocations, play an important role in a
vast variety of coherent phenomena such as linear and
nonlinear optics [1,2], quantum and microwave billiards
[3], superconducting films [4], Bose-Einstein condensates
[5], quantum ballistic transport [6], and liquid crystal films
[7]. In addition to phase singularities, the vector nature of
light can support the most complicated type of singular-
ities, known as polarization singularities and wave front
disclinations [8]. A special case of polarization singular-
ities is vector singularities (V points), which are isolated,
stationary points at which the orientation of the electric
vector of a linearly polarized vector field becomes unde-
fined. However, the more general state of the optical field
with two orthogonal components is elliptically polarized
not linearly polarized. The elliptically polarized vector
field maintains two types of generic singularities [9]: C
lines, on which the field is circularly polarized and the
orientations of the major and minor axes of the ellipse are
undefined, and L surfaces, on which the field is linearly
polarized and the handedness of the ellipse becomes un-
defined. In the observation plane, C lines and L surface
present as C points and L lines, respectively. Note that L
surfaces exist only in paraxial fields; in fully three-
dimensional fields these surfaces generally become L lines
and they are points in the observation plane [10]. The
underlying polarization singularities of elliptically polar-
ized fields have been confirmed in detail by experiments
with microwaves [9] and optical waves [11]. Recently, the
complicated V point structure has been manifested from
the observations of low-order [12] and high-order [13]
space-dependent linearly polarized fields in transversely
isotropic lasers.

In this Letter we originally create the propagation-
dependent polarization vector fields from an isotropic mi-
crochip laser with the longitudinal-transverse coupling and
the entanglement of the polarization states. With the theo-
retical wave representation, the characteristics of V point,

C line, and L surface singularities are systematically ana-
lyzed. It is found that the C line singularities organize a
hyperboloidal structure.

In this experiment, the laser cavity was formed by a
spherical mirror and a gain medium. The spherical mirror
was a 10-mm radius-of-curvature concave mirror with
antireflection coating at the pumping wavelength on the
entrance face (R< 0:2%), high-reflection coating at lasing
wavelength (R> 99:8%), and high-transmission coating at
the pumping wavelength on the other surface (T > 95%).
The gain medium was a 2.0 at. % Nd: YVO4 crystal with
the length of 2 mm. The laser crystal was precisely cut
along the c axis for high-level transverse isotropy [13]. One
planar surface of the laser crystal was coated for antire-
flection at the pumping and lasing wavelengths; the other
surface was coated to be an output coupler with the reflec-
tivity of 99%. The pump source was a 1-W 808-nm fiber-
coupled laser diode with a core diameter of 100 �m and a
numerical aperture of 0.2. A focusing lens was used to
reimage the pump beam into the laser crystal. The pump
spot radius, wp, was controlled to be in the range of
50–200 �m. The effective cavity length was set in the
range of 9.6–9.9 mm to form a nearly hemispherical
resonator, in which the fundamental cavity mode size,
w0, was approximately 20 �m. Since the pump-to-mode
size ratio was significantly greater than unity, a variety of
high-order transverse modes could be generated. The
Fresnel number for the end-pumped lasers can be ex-
pressed as Fr � w2

p=��w
2
0�. Consequently, the Fresnel

number in the experiment can be varied from 2 to 30.
To measure the far-field pattern, the output beam was

directly projected on a paper screen at a distance of
�50 cm from the rear cavity mirror and the scattered light
was captured by a digital camera. Figures 1(a)–1(d) show
four experimental far-field transverse patterns near lasing
threshold measured at different pump-to-mode size ratios.
The far-field patterns have intensity distributions like LG
flowers modes with single or multiple rings. The funda-
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mental mode is not excited due to the fact that its lasing
threshold is higher than that of high-order transverse
modes in the present pump distribution. As shown in
Figs. 1(a0), 1(b0), 1(c0), and 1(d0), the intensity distributions
at the beam waist remain almost the same as the far-field
patterns, except for a rotation of an angle. However, the
tomographic and polarization-resolved transverse patterns
reveal the lasing modes to be the salient three-dimensional
(3D) coherent vector fields. A microscope objective lens
mounted on a translation stage was used to reimage the
tomographic transverse patterns at different propagation
positions onto a CCD camera. Figure 2 shows the
polarization-resolved transverse patterns for the experi-
mental result depicted in Fig. 1(b) at three different propa-
gation positions: z � 0, z � zR, and z� zR, where ZR is
the Rayleigh range and ZR � 1:26 mm. It can be seen that
the polarization state behaves like an azimuthally polarized
flower mode at the beam waist (z � 0), whereas it turns to
be like a radially polarized flower mode in the far field
(z� ZR). On the other hand, a quarter-wave plate was
used to confirm that the polarization state at z � zR be-
haves like a circularly polarized flower mode. To be pre-
cise, the lasing modes are propagation-dependent po-

larization vector fields. The following analysis will verify
that the formation of 3D coherent vector fields arises from
the longitudinal-transverse coupling with the entanglement
of the polarization states.

The wave function of LG mode with longitudinal index
s, transverse radial index p, and transverse azimuthal index
l in cylindrical coordinates (�, �, z) is given by
�p;l;s��;�; z� � eil��p;l;s��; z�, where
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where w�z� � w0

������������������������
1� �z=zR�2

p
, w0 is the beam radius at

the waist, and zR � �w2
0=� is the Rayleigh range, Llp��� are

the associated Laguerre polynomials, kp;l;s is the wave
number, and �G�z� � tan�1�z=zR� is the Gouy phase. In
terms of the effective length L, the wave number kp;l;s is
given by kp;l;sL � �	s� �2p� jlj���fT=�fL�
, where
�fL � c=2L is the longitudinal mode spacing and �fT
is the transverse mode spacing. It has been evidenced [14]
that when the ratio �fT=�fL is close to a simple frac-
tional, the longitudinal-transverse coupling usually brings
about the frequency locking among different transverse
modes with the help of different longitudinal orders. For
the present cavity configuration, �fT=�fL � 1=2, the
group of the LG modes �p;l�2k;s�k��;�; z�, with k �
0; 1; 2; 3; . . . , forms an important family of frequency de-
generate states.

The experimental polarization-resolved patterns indi-
cate that the 3D electric vector fields at z � 0 and � �
�max can be described as the equation: jEi / �� sin�jxi �
cos�jyi� sin�l��, where jxi � �1; 0�T , jyi � �0; 1�T , the
superscript T denotes a vector superposition, and �max is
the transverse radius of maximum intensity. With LG
modes as a basis, the experimental vector fields can be
decomposed into a coherent superposition of orthogonal
circularly polarized helical modes jEi � ER��;�; z�jRi �
EL��;�; z�jLi, where

 ER��;�; z� � 	�p;��l�1�;s�1��;�; z�

��p;l�1;s��;�; z�
=
���
2
p
; (2)

 EL��;�; z� � 	�p;l�1;s�1��;�; z�

��p;��l�1�;s��;�; z�
=
���
2
p
; (3)

and jRi � �1; i�T=
���
2
p

and jLi � �1;�i�T=
���
2
p

are the heli-
cal basis unit vectors for the right- and left-handed circu-
lation polarizations, respectively. Figure 3 depicts the
numerically reconstructed patterns for the experimental
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FIG. 1 (color online). Experimental far-field transverse pat-
terns measured at different pump-to-mode size ratios:
(a) wp=w0 � 3:2, Fr � 3:3; (b) wp=w0 � 4:9, Fr � 7:6;
(c) wp=w0 � 6:3, Fr � 12:6; (d) wp=w0 � 6:7, Fr � 14:3;
(a0)–(d0): experimental transverse patterns at the beam waist.

FIG. 2 (color online). Polarization-resolved transverse patterns
for the experimental result depicted in Fig. 1(b) at three different
propagation positions: z � 0, z � zR, and z� zR, where ZR �
1:26 mm. The arrows indicate the transmission axis of the
polarizer.
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results shown in Fig. 2. The good agreement between the
reconstructed and experimental patterns confirms that the
circularly polarized vortex modes form an important basis
for describing the propagation-dependent polarization vec-
tor fields. It is worth noting that the circularly polarized
vortex modes are also the important eigenmodes for the
spin-orbit interaction in a multimode fiber [15].
Equations (2) and (3) indicate that each circularly polar-
ized component of the vector fields is made up of two LG
modes with different topological charges. The frequency
locking of two LG modes with different azimuthal orders
comes from the longitudinal-transverse coupling in a
nearly hemispheric cavity, as mentioned earlier.

For simplicity, we consider the case of p � 0 to analyze
the trajectories of C line singularities. After some algebra,
Eqs. (2) and (3) for p � 0 can be simplified as

 ER��;�; z� � 	~�
2
l e
�i2l�ei2�G�z�

� 1
ei�l�1���0;l�1;s��; z�=
���
2
p
; (4)

 EL��;�; z� � 	~�2
l e
i2l�ei2�G�z�

� 1
e�i�l�1���0;l�1;s��; z�=
���
2
p
; (5)

where ~�2
l � 	

���
2
p
�=w�z�
2	1=

����������������
l�l� 1�

p

. In the basis of

circular polarizations, the conditions for left-handed and
right-handed C point loci can be given by ER��;�; z� � 0
and EL��;�; z� � 0, respectively. For the paraxial 3D
vector fields, the trajectories of C singularities can be
expressed as the parametric curves with z as a variable.
In addition to the central singularity at the origin, the
expression in the bracket of Eq. (4) indicates the left-
handed C point trajectories are determined by the two
equations: ~�2

l � 1 and e�i2l�ei2�G�z� � 1. As a result, there
are 2l peripheral left-handed C points symmetrically ar-

rayed on a circle of radius �0 �

�����������������������������������
l�l� 1�

pq
w�z�=

���
2
p

at
angles �m � 	�G�z� �m�
=l with m � 0; 1; 2; . . . ; 2l�
1. Note that the radius �0 coincides with the radial position
of maximum intensity �max. In the same way, Eq. (5)
implies that there are 2l peripheral right-handed C points
on a circle of radius �0 at angles �m � ���G�z� �m��=l
with w � 0; 1; 2; . . . ; 2l� 1. Figure 4 plots the structure of

C line singularities of the theoretical vector field for the
experimental result shown in Fig. 2. It can be seen that the
left-handed and right-handed C lines, respectively, form
two families of singular lines on the hyperboloid of revo-
lution of one sheet. One interesting and important feature is
that every singular line of one-handed family intersects
every singular line of the other handed family, but any two
singular lines of the same handed family are mutually
skew. This finding can be explained by the fact that C
points of opposite handedness cannot annihilate because
the underlying vortices, which are in orthogonal, indepen-
dent, field components, cannot annihilate. On the other
hand, the peripheral C lines can be found to have the
same winding number of 1=2. This result is deeply related
to the finding that the singularity structure is generally
invariant upon propagation because C points with the
same handedness and the same signed winding number
numbers cannot annihilate. This finding is also relevant to
the result of vortex trajectories in Gaussian beams obtained
by Indebetouw [16] who found that when the vortices have
all the same charge, the array remains invariant within the
host beam. The L singularities can be determined by the
conditions jERj2 � jELj2. With Eqs. (4) and (5), it can be
found that there are 4l L surfaces on the �� z plane with
the azimuthal angles at where �n � n�=�2l�, n �
0; 1; 2; . . . ; 4l� 1. From the loci of C lines, it can be
confirmed that L surfaces separate regions of right-handed
and left-handed polarization.

Another intriguing and important feature is that the
experimental 3D polarization vector fields at the beam
waist (z � 0) are made up of two linearly polarized modes
with different spatial structures. For the case of p � 0, the
experimental vector field at the beam waist can be given by
jEi � Ex��;�; 0�jxi � Ey��;�; 0�jyi, where

 

Ex��;�; 0� �
���
2
p

�0;l�1;s��; 0�f~�
2
l cos	�l� 1��


� cos	�l� 1��
g (6)

FIG. 3. Numerically reconstructed patterns for the experimen-
tal results shown in Fig. 2.

x

y

z

FIG. 4. Structure of the C line singularities of the theoretical
vector field in the range of �1:5zR  z  1:5zR for the experi-
mental mode shown in Fig. 2.
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and
 

Ey��;�; 0� �
���
2
p

�0;l�1;s��; 0�f~�
2
l sin	�l� 1��


� sin	�l� 1��
g: (7)

The transverse vector field at z � 0 can be verified to
possess the V point singularities that are generally de-
scribed in terms of the field of the angle function ��x; y� �
arctan�Ey=Ex� [17]. The vortices of ��x; y� are the V point
singularities at which the orientation of the electric vector
is undefined. Figure 5 depicts the angle pattern correspond-
ing to the experimental result shown in Fig. 2. With Eqs. (6)
and (7) and some algebra, it can be found that in addition to
the central singularity at the origin, there are 2l peripheral

V points symmetrically arrayed on a circle of radius �0 ������������������������������������
l�l� 1�

pq
w0=

���
2
p

at angles �m � m�=l with m �
0; 1; 2; . . . ; 2l� 1. The loci of the V points are right at
the intersections of the right-handed and left-handed C
lines. In the far field, the Gouy phase plays a role to
transform the V singularities to the C singularities.
For the far-field z! 1, it can be also found that there
are 2l peripheral V points symmetrically arrayed on a

circle of radius �0�

���������������������������������
l�l�1�

pq
w�z�=

���
2
p

at angles �m �

�2m� 1��=�2l� with m � 0; 1; 2; . . . ; 2l� 1. In-
triguingly, the combination of two different handed C
singularities in the far field brings about the generation of
the V point singularity. Each peripheral V point with the
winding number of 1 is transformed to two different
handed C points with the winding number of 1=2.
Manifestly, the winding numbers are conserved under
propagation and during transformations [16].

In summary, we have used an isotropic microchip laser
with the longitudinal-transverse coupling and the entangle-
ment of the polarization states to generate the propagation-
dependent polarization vector fields. In terms of the or-
thogonal circularly polarized vortex modes, we analyti-
cally reconstructed the experimental 3D coherent vector
fields and found that each circular polarized component is
made up of two Laguerre-Gaussian (LG) modes with

different topological charges. We employed the analytical
representation to perform comprehensive analysis for the
singularities of the C lines, L surfaces, and V points. It was
found that the C line singularities form a hyperboloidal
structure and the V point singularities are right at the
intersections of two different handed C lines.
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FIG. 5 (color online). (a) Numerical pattern of the angle func-
tion ��x; y� � arctan�Ey=Ex� at the beam waist for the experi-
mental mode shown in Fig. 2. (b) Numerical pattern of the
correspondent intensity distribution.
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